Eocene dataset is shown in Figure 1 . McArdle and Ackers,2012) • McArdle,N.J. and Ackers, M.A., 2012, Understanding seismic thin-bed responses using frequency decomposition and RGB blending. First Break, 30,57-6. In Figure 4 we show a comparison between the standard definition and high definition frequency decomposition techniques and the instantaneous amplitude extraction.
Comparison of RGB blends of Hermod formation submarine fan system generated using different frequency decomposition techniques and mapped onto a horizon (from
Both the RGB blends reveal more detail on the extent and morphology of the channels when compared with the envelope data, and the high definition technique provides a sharper image with more focussed edges due to the lack of vertical averaging. It also provides greater contrast between the channel system and the surrounding matrix. There is less colour variation in the HD blend due to the higher bandwidths used with this techniques, but it is still possible to determine areas of differing frequency response which are likely to correspond to differing thickness in the channel package.
Comparison of Frequency Decomposition Techniques
Three methods of frequency decomposition are investigated here whereby the data are decomposed into three distinct frequency magnitude responses which are then colour blended. Constant bandwidth and constant Q are both band-pass methods of decomposition using a Gabor filter. 
West Siberia Case Study
The data used for this study was a Pre stack time migrated data set from the West Siberia basin, focussing on a braided channel system. The channels are visible in the reflectivity data as high amplitude zones within continuous lower amplitude reflection events. In some places they also exhibit small scale anti-formal structure, rather than incised channel cuts (Figure 2 ). 
Conclusions

